Nodular lymphocyte predominance Hodgkin's disease: a monoclonal or polyclonal B-cell disorder?
Nodular lymphocyte predominance Hodgkin's disease (NLPHD) is characterized by the presence of atypical putatively neoplastic cells (L & H cells) with a B-cell phenotype. A proportion of patients with NLPHD develop a simultaneous or subsequent large cell B lymphoma (LCL) that is thought to evolve directly from the L & H cells of NLPHD. However, the clonal nature of L & H cells remains controversial, and the relationship between NLPHD and complicating LCL has not been fully established. In an attempt to determine the clonality of L & H cells and to clarify the link between NLPHD and complicating LCL, we used polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to analyze 33 cases of NLPHD, including 15 cases with simultaneous or subsequent LCL, for clonal immunoglobulin (lg) heavy chain variable region (VH) gene rearrangements. PCR amplifications with consensus primers covering framework 2 or framework 3 to joining region were performed on paraffin-embedded tissue sections and, in 12 cases, on microdissection-enriched L & H cells. No clonal Ig rearrangements were detected. In eight of the 15 LCL, monoclonal IgVH regions were amplified, four of which were cloned and sequenced. Clone specific primers were designed based on the unique N region sequences. These allowed detection of LCL clones at a sensitivity up to 1,000 times greater than the consensus primers, as determined by dilution assays. However, no LCL clones were detected in the preceding NLPHD, including microdissection-enriched L & H cells. Our results suggest that populations of L & H cells do not carry monoclonal Ig rearrangements and provide no evidence for a clonal link between NLPHD and complicating LCL.